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Camera Club Council  

of Tennessee 

If you have not already made 

plans to participate in 3CT’s 

Bell Buckle event on Septem-

ber 11, please give it another 

look and come be with other 

photographers.  

To lessen the chance of 

COVID spread, there will be 

no inside large gathering, just 

photo shooting outdoors, ex-

cept for registration with Sally 

Edwards, but everyone will 

not be there at the same time.  

See event details in this news-

letter as well as online at 

3CT.org. We would love to 

have each club represented. 

We hope to see you there! 

Remember that there is a pho-

tography contest happening as 

well on September 11. Photos 

must be taken that day in the 

Bell Buckle/Wartrace area. 

See contest details on pages 4-

5 of this newsletter.  

Several clubs have begun in-

person meetings now, and 

hopefully everyone will be 

safe from COVID.  

If you would like to serve 

3CT in some capacity, please 

let me know. Your talents are 

needed! 
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Below is our Executive Board elected by 3CT Clubs to serve from  

January 1, 2021, until December 31, 2022.  

FROM THE EDITOR: Hello everyone! Thanks for your Club news. This newsletter is yours 

to showcase your photography. So, thank you for sending me your favorite shots for every-

one to see. Have confidence that we will love it! News and photos are due to me by the 26th 

of each month. Please ask someone from your club to send your photos & news each 

month. It is easy to do. I will work with your designated reporter! 

WINNERS OF YOUR CONTESTS WOULD BE GREAT, TOO! 

Send your photos, no limit, and news to: 

newslettereditor@3CT.org  

Kay Crick 
3CT In Focus Newsletter Editor 
August 2021 
 

3CT Executive Board  

President: Pat Gordy Vice President: Dave Reasons 

 Secretary: Sally Edwards Treasurer: Martin Fish 
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The Camera Club Council of Tennessee Board invites 

all 3CT member clubs and all Tennessee photogra-

phers to participate in the 2021 Fall Event in Bell 

Buckle, Tennessee, on Saturday, September 11.  

To register, be at the Bell Buckle Coffee Shop and 

Book Swap between 7:30 a.m. and 9 a.m. In addition 

to photographing in the area, there will be a 3CT Pho-

to Contest—see rules on pages 2 and 3 in this edition. 

Thanks to Sally Edwards, Activities Director for the 

planning and info below.  

About Bell Buckle  

Bell Buckle, Tennessee, a railroad village of pre-

served and restored Victorian homes and churches, is 

nestled among the hills, farmland and walking horse 

country of Bedford County, Tennessee. The Webb 

School, within walking distance to downtown, is a 

world-renowned college preparatory boarding and day 

school and is an integral part of the history of this 

unique town. 

Established in 1852, Bell Buckle has become known 

for its antiques, quilts, handmade crafts, country mu-

sic, home cooking and Southern hospitality. Thou-

sands of visitors are drawn each year to visit the 

charming downtown with its shops and eateries and 

participate in the annual festivals. 

Bell Buckle is a Governor's Three-Star Community, a 

proud recipient of the 2008 Governor's Stewardship 

Award for Parks and Recreation in the state of Ten-

nessee and has the distinction of being the smallest 

town in Tennessee to be a Tree City, USA. 

Bell Buckle is a small, attractive railroad village hidden 

in the county of Bedford in the state of Tennessee. 

Don’t let the name Bell confuse you into thinking it’s a 

town with many bells - it’s actually a place that boasts 

beautiful geography, a myriad of antique shops, gor-

geous parks, and museums, among other attractions.  

Lodging 

• Time from Murfreesboro:  Approximately 30 

minutes/20+ hotels 

• Time from Shelbyville: Approximately 20 

minutes/5 hotels, 2 B&B 

• Time from Manchester: Approximately 25 

minutes/17+ hotels 

• Please check Internet for hotel availability. 

Food - There are two restaurants in Bell Buckle and 

one in Wartrace. 

Meeting location - Bell Buckle Coffee Shop and 

Book Swap @ 2 Railroad Square, Bell Buckle, TN  

Time - Between 7:30 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. 

Look for Sally Edwards (probably the only person in 

the shop with purple hair). She will be there from 7:30 

a.m. until 9:00 a.m. with the participation sign-in 

sheet and instructions for entering the contest. You 

must sign the sheet to be eligible. The photo contest 

is open to all members of 3CT member clubs.  

Things to do in Bell Buckle 

• Bell Buckle Cafe. 16 Louisville and Nashville 

Railroad 

• The Webb School. 319 Webb Rd 

• Southern Charm Gift Shop & Tea Room. 29 Lou-

isville and Nashville Railroad 

• Bell Buckle Coffee Shop & Book Swap. Store 

• Bluebird Antiques 

• Livery Stable Antique Mall 

• Bell Buckle Antique & Craft 

Other Information:  https://trip101.com/article/

things-to-do-in-bell-buckle-tn  

3CT Fall 2021 Event and Photo Contest  

BELL BUCKLE, September 11 
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CONTEST ENTRY RULES 

Category and Prizes:  

Photographer’s Choice/Open is 

the Category. 

THREE prizes will be awarded as 

follows:  

1st. Prize: $100 

2nd Prize: $75 

3rd Prize:  $50 

Photos may be taken anywhere in 

the vicinity, including Wartrace.  

Photo Contest Rules:  

By submitting an entry, each con-

testant agrees to the rules of the contest. 

Submitted images must be made by the entrant. As the 

photographer, you are the copyright holder and will 

retain the rights to your photograph.  

The Camera Club Council of Tennessee (3CT) Photo 

Contest will start at 7:30 a.m. on September 11 and 

ends on September 11 at 11:59 PM Central Time. All 

photo entries should be taken within this time frame.  

Anyone who is a 3CT lifetime member or belongs to a 

member club of 3CT is eligible to enter the contest.  

You must complete a form when submitting entries to 

the email address (will be given to you at the event). 

We do not accept photographs submitted through the 

mail or more than one contestant per e-mail address. 

The form will have your name, contact information, 

and titles of the submitted photographs.  

Additional information will be given to you on the 

morning of September upon registering for the event. 

See newsletter for meeting location.  

There is no fee to enter the contest.  

 

COMPLETE INFORMATION ON SUBMITTING 

ENTRIES FOR THE CONTEST WILL GIVEN TO 

EACH PERSON WHO REGISTERS ON THE DAY 

OF THE EVENT. 

Editing: 

Cropped photos are eligible. 

Minor adjustments, including spotting, dodging, burn-

ing, sharpening, contrast, and slight color adjustment 

or the digital equivalents, are acceptable. If the judges 

determine that a photographer has altered his or her 

photo, they reserve the right to disqualify it.  

All results must remain photo-realistic, and editing 

should always be in the vein of coaxing the best out  

of a capture rather than creating a new image using the 

editing process. You may use post-capture editing to 

enhance an illusion or effect but not create the illusion 

or effect.  

The subject must be the focal point of the image. 

For a photo in which a person is recognizable, you 

must secure a model release from the subject or, in the 

case of a minor, the subject’s parent or guardian and 

provide it upon request. 

Sizing: 

You may submit up to three images, and they must be 

in JPG format, no more than 1920 pixels on the hori-

zontal axis and no more than 1080 on the vertical axis. 

The total file size for each image must be no more 

than 1.5 MB (1500Kb).  

3CT reserves the right to disqualify incomplete entries 

and/or contestants who are unable to submit, upon re-
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quest, the original image. 3CT may collect a pho-

tograph’s metadata upon entry.  

Photo entries will be judged based on Technique, Im-

pact/Interest, Composition, and Excellence. 3CT judg-

es will select THREE finalists.  

Winning participants will be notified of their status by 

October 1, 2021. Winning images will be posted on 

the 3CT’s website, Facebook page, and newsletter. 

Prizes: 

THREE prizes will be awarded as follows:  

1st. Prize: $100 

2nd Prize: $75 

3rd Prize:  $50 

 

Conditions of Entry: 

All entrants hold the Sponsors and their respective 

clubs, directors, officers, and volunteers harmless 

from and against all claims of any nature arising in 

connection with the entrant’s participation in the con-

test and acceptance or use of a prize.  

3CT is not responsible for incomplete or misdirected 

entries, technical or network malfunctions or failures, 

or causes beyond their control. Entrants are solely re-

sponsible for their entries.  

Entrants may not submit materials that introduce any 

software viruses, worms, or other programs designed 

to damage software, hardware, or telecommunications 

equipment or are off-topic, partisan-political, contain 

advertising, nudity, personal attacks or expletives, or 

is otherwise abusive, threatening, unlawful, harassing, 

discriminatory, libelous, obscene, false, sexually ex-

plicit, or that infringes on the rights of any third party.  

Contact Sally Edwards, 3CT Activities Director, if 

you have questions: activitiesdirector@3ct.org.  

Club Membership 

Complete the Club Membership Form online and  

Pay $40 online at: https://3CT.org 

Or  

Print and complete the Club Membership Form, and  

mail it along with a check for $40, made payable to:                             
Camera Club Council of TN or 3CT 

New Treasurer 

Mail to:  

Martin Fish 
3CT Treasurer 

4465 Turkey Ridge Trail 
Ooltewah, TN 37363 

DUES ARE NOT BEING CHARGED THIS YEAR 
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Photography, Education, and Learning 

Mickey Rountree – 3 CT Education Director   

Basic Composition 2021 
Mickey Rountree 

2021 Foreword 

When I was doing my original “Basic Photography” series I 

put off writing about composition for a long time because I 

knew it was going to be a difficult article to write. There 

are whole books written on composition, so it’s difficult to 

do justice to this important subject in one article. And as 

you’ll see, composition is very subjective. If you’ve read 

(and done the exercises) the articles on exposure, aper-

ture, and shutter speed, this article should round out a 

basic intro to photography. 

===============================================

================================== 

In this article I'm going to talk about photographic compo-

sition. It is undoubtedly one of the basic foundations of 

photography, but one of the hardest to define, under-

stand and master. Most of the photography basics can be 

evaluated objectively; within limits, a photograph is well 

exposed, it's either sharp or it isn't, the color balance is 

right, or it isn't. But composition is subjective; there is no 

absolute right or wrong composition. No two photogra-

phers will see and compose a scene the same way. It is 

why on a field trip five photographers can stand shoulder 

to shoulder and get five very different images. 

When we talk about photographers "having a good eye," 

we're referring to their ability to compose a photograph in 

a way that effectively guides the viewer to see what they 

want you see. Some lucky photographers just naturally 

have a good eye; it's intuitive and instinctive for them. 

They make fast progress learning because the technical 

aspects are relatively easy to learn. Others master tech-

nical concepts quickly, or trust their camera to properly 

expose and focus, but their progress is slower because 

they haven't learned to see photographically yet. 

“There are two people in every photograph: the photog-
rapher and the viewer” ― Ansel Adams 
And even different viewers will see a photograph differ-

ently. Photographers see an image differently from non-

photographers. A portrait photographer and the model 

see an image in quite different ways. People from other 

parts of the world will look at photos differently. We read 

left to right, so we tend to scan images left to right. In 

countries that read right to left, viewers will scan images 

right to left and thus see an image much differently than 

we do. 

Definitions 

"Composition is the strongest way of seeing." —Edward 
Weston 
Composition describes the placement of objects and ele-

ments within a photograph. Those elements include line, 

color, texture, pattern, form, shape, and light. We can use 

principles such as relationship and perspective, balance, 

contrast. simplicity, rhythm and flow, and unity and cohe-

siveness to help arrange the elements. 

I look at composition as using all our photographic tools to 

guide our viewers through the photograph. Ideally, we 

want to lead the viewer through the image to our subject 

and hold his interest. We want to keep our viewer's eyes 

within our image and not lead his eyes out of the image.  

Composition begins before we shoot. 

Whether we actively think about it or not, composition 

begins before we even look through the viewfinder. Our 

choice of lens focal length, aperture, and shutter speed 

and whether we shoot vertically or horizontally all affect 

the composition. Most important is deciding what our 

subject is, and what other elements to include or leave 

out and how to arrange them. In some types of photog-
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raphy like portraits and still life, we can move and arrange our subjects. In other areas we can't arrange the elements, but we can 

move our camera to change the viewpoint, and the relationship of objects within the image. 

 “A good photograph is knowing where to stand.” —Ansel Adams 

The "RULES" 

“The code is more what you call guidelines than actual rules” –Captain Barbosa, Pirates of the Caribbean 

You will hear and read about the rules of composition, and many of them are contradictory. If the rules were hard and fast, there 

would only be one right way to photograph a subject, and we all know that's not the case. Some will say rules are meant to be bro-

ken but realize that it's usually more effective to understand the rules before you break them. Think about these "rules" as guide-

lines as you look through your camera and think about what your subject is and how you can direct your viewer's eye through the 

image to the subject and keep it within the image. 

 

Avoid centering your subject. 

"Dead Center is Deadly" - Rick Sammon 

 

Dead center or bull's-eye composition is often the first choice for the beginning photog-

rapher. It's so easy to place the subject in the center focus point (after all we do want it 

in focus don’t, we) and leave it there. The problem is that it presents a static image with 

no interest or sense of flow or movement. However, some subjects really demand a 

centered viewpoint, so break this rule carefully. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rule of Thirds 

In the rule of thirds, grid lines divide the image frame into 

thirds horizontally and vertically. The four intersections of 

these lines are "power points" that tend to draw the eye. 

Thinking of the rule of thirds helps avoid the dead center look. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here you can see and feel the difference in centered and rule of thirds composition. Which is more interesting and dynamic? 
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Leading Lines 

Lines have a powerful ability to lead our eye through a photograph. In particular "S" and "C" curves create a graceful 

flow. Be aware that the wrong lines may also draw your viewer right out of your image.

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Framing 
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Finding a natural frame through which to shoot your main subject can focus the viewer's attention and keep it from wandering out 

of the image. 

 
 

Contrast and Color Contrast 

The eye is drawn to the area of greatest contrast. So, in a dark photograph the eye will be drawn to the lightest element, and in a 

bright photograph the eye will be drawn to the darkest element. Also, in a photograph with very little color, the eye will be drawn 

to the most intense color. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fill the Frame 
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"If your pictures aren't good enough, you aren't close enough." Robert Capa 

One way to emphasize your subject is to eliminate anything that doesn't add to the main subject. There is no wasted space around 

the subject. Look at the first portrait and look at how much wasted black space surrounds the subject. It's also dead center. The 

second portrait completely fills the frame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Negative Space 

This would seem to completely contradict the rule about filling the frame, but sometimes it is effective to have a lot of space sur-

rounding the subject. It should be relatively simple and not detract from the subject. 
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Patterns  

Repeating patterns tend to draw and hold the eye. A repeating pattern with one small break can be very effec-

tive at creating interest.  

 
 

 

Symmetry 

This would seem to directly contradict the rules about not centering the subject and the rule of thirds. Yet some subjects almost 

demand symmetry. Architecture and head on views of cars come to mind. and if you use it make sure your subject is as symmet-

rical as possible. A picture that is almost, but not quite symmetrical, looks like an accident.  
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Rule of Odds 

If there is more than one subject, odd numbers tend to be more interesting than even. 

 
 

 

Simplicity 

Have you ever looked at a picture that was just so busy it was hard to tell what the subject was supposed to be? Often a 

much simpler picture has more impact. Here are two photos from Sloss Furnaces taken on the same trip. Does the simple 

picture tend to hold your eye more than the very busy picture? 
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Balance 

Balance means balancing an object in one part of the frame with an object of similar weight in the opposite part of the picture. 

Visual weight may be based on size, color, or brightness. 

 
 

 

 

 

Give Subjects Space to Move 

If there is a subject that should be moving the eye tends to anticipate where it will be going and move in that direction. If the mov-

ing object (or person or animal) is too close to the edge of the frame, the eye goes right out of the frame. A moving subject should 

have more room in front of it than behind. 
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Subjects Should Be Looking into the Frame 

It's natural to follow the gaze of people and animals. If they are near the edge and looking out of the frame, the eye tends to go 

right out of the picture. If the eyes are toward the center of the frame, the viewer will tend to stay within the picture. In the first 

picture below, whichever horse and rider you look at, your eye is directed to stay within the photo. In the second photo, through 

the magic of Photoshop both horses and riders have been turned around. Look at either horse and rider and your eyes immediately 

leave the image. 

 
 

Border Patrol 

Though this isn't often listed as a rule of composition, it is important nonetheless. Check the edges of your image for items protrud-

ing into the frame without a source and with no reason for being there. This is a common mistake in landscapes. In the picture be-

low, the bare branch comes out of nowhere and pulls the eye. The larger leafy branches obviously belong to a large tree and have 

more reason to be there, and they function as a framing device. 

 
 

Keep the horizon level 

A horizon line that is not level is very unsettling. The image below is only two degrees off level, but it feels very wrong compared to 

the level image. Either level your camera carefully when you shoot or straighten it in postproduction. 
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Don't Center the Horizon 

A perfectly centered horizon tends to create a static composition. If the interest is in the sky, put the horizon along the lower third. 

If the interest is in the foreground, put it along the top third. The exception is an image with reflections where a centered horizon is 

much more acceptable. 

 
 

Use Foreground Objects to Create a Feeling of Depth 

Having a strong foreground object, particularly with a wide-angle lens can create a greater feeling of depth and dimension. Not 

having a foreground makes a flatter image. 

 
 

Crop Happens 

A lot of photographers seem to have the belief that they should not be cropping their images. Or that even if they crop, they must 

conform to their camera's format or to the "standard" formats like 8x10 or 11x14. Not all images fit perfectly into 2x3, 4x3, or 4x5 

formats. Cropping can remove nonessential parts of the image to concentrate attention on the subject. Often, we can't photograph 

a subject without including things we don't want in the picture, and good cropping can make a huge improvement. Think of crop-

ping as a second chance to get you composition right. Let your artistic judgement decide the cropping and aspect ratio. Remember 

that if something in your image isn’t helping to focus attention on your subject, it’s probably distracting and needs to go. 

I often find a wide aspect ratio looks more dramatic and is a good way to focus attention on a wide subject while eliminating dis-

tracting foregrounds and backgrounds. 
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When you have an image that could work 

as a horizontal or vertical image, try a 

square crop. It’s worked for Hasselblad           

for decades. 
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Practice Exercises 

Even if you are not one of those naturally gifted photographers with a "great eye" you can improve with 

training and practice. Here are a couple of exercises to get you started. 

 

1) Get an object like an artificial flower and put it in front of a plain wall or background. Photograph it hori-

zontally with the bloom in each corner, at each of the rule of third "power points" and dead center. Repeat 

vertically. 

 

2) Add a second flower. Place one of the flowers on one of the power points, and then move the other flower 

to each of the other power points and dead center. Do this exercise in horizontal and vertical formats. 

 

3) Pick a subject and photograph it so that it doesn't fill the frame. Then zoom in and/or move closer and take 

another shot. Repeat until the whole image doesn't fit within the frame. Try different cropping formats to 

move your subject around in the image. 

 

4) Shoot a landscape or cityscape fairly loose and then in your editing program try cropping in different for-

mats and moving the scene around. 

 

5) Find 10 of your pictures that you like, open them, and concentrate on how your eyes move through the 

picture. It would be helpful to make prints and actually mark your visual path on the print or draw it in Pho-

toshop. Also look at the image and see which of the above rules help guide your eyes. 

 

6) Go to a good photographic site like 500PX and find images that appeal to you. Analyze them as above, 

looking for which rules might apply and how your eyes move through the image. 

 

7) Go out and shoot 10,000 photos. 

 

 “Your first 10,000 photographs are your worst.” ― Henri Cartier-Bresson 

Mickey Rountree; mickeyrountree@comcast.net 
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Dave Reasons, 3CT Webmaster 

TECH NOTES 

Canon’s EOS R5 – A Photographers Dream Camera 

For the last couple of years, I have relied on my workhorse Canon 6DMKII. Since I purchased the 

6DMKII, I’ve thought it was the best camera I have ever owned and would never, ever think of transi-

tioning to a different model. 

However, along came the Canon R5! I read everything I could find on the internet about the R5 as well 

as watching numerous videos on YouTube. 

Slowly but surely, I began to see the light. There were just too many things about the R5 that made me 

want to know more about the camera. 

One of the main things that I was interested in is the camera has enough megapixels for an image to be 

cropped to a smaller size, especially for taking images of birds in flight. I’m not an avid wildlife shoot-

er, but when I take images of birds, I wanted to be able to crop the size of the image to better focus on 

the bird. 

 

The Canon EOS R5 has been on the market since July 2020 and many photographers, both profession-

als and amateurs, bought into the Canon mirrorless system. And, to quote Stan Horaczek (MSN News) 

“While it is not an entirely perfect camera, it is by far the best Canon has ever made and easily one of 

the best all-around cameras on the market at the moment.” 

The specs on the R5 are phenomenal, with a new 45-megapixel sensor and pairs with a Digic X image 

processor. It is comparable to the Canon Flagship 1D X MKIII DSLR’s image processor. The R5 can 

handle burst rates up to 12 fps while using the mechanical shutter, and up to 20 fps when using the elec-

tronic shutter. 
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The R5 also features a rotating rear screen that displays all the settings and controls. And the 

electronic viewfinder (EVF) has a sharp 5.76-million dot OLED display that can refresh at 60 

fps to help extend the battery use. In addition, the OLED display can provide 120 fps to pro-

vide a smooth motion on-screen. DSLR owners who have purchased the R5 may want to use 

the faster refresh rate to help ease the transition from a typical optical viewfinder to the EVF.  

The R5 also sports a 3.2-inch, 2.1 million dot touchscreen that fully articulates as my Canon 

6DMKII did. It is one of the features of Canon cameras that I have liked on my previous cam-

eras. The articulating screen is great for shooting at low points, high points, and odd angles. 

The R5 also boasts weather sealing at the same level of ruggedness that is found in the top-of-

the-line 5DMKIV. Putting the R5 in that category along with the 5DMKIV is proof that de-

spite its smaller size, it will hold up well to the rigors of all Canon shooters. 

 

One great thing about the Canon R5 is that if you have been shooting a Canon for any length 

of time, you will find that the R5 will feel familiar when using it. It has the same rotating dial 

and many of the controls are identical and in the same location as past Canon cameras. Canon 

also took the opportunity with R5 to replace the frustrating touch bar with a real multi-

controller joystick. It does take a bit to get used to, but it lowers the learning curve coming 

from previous Canon models. 

In my opinion, the joystick is a lot better for photographers in general. And when selecting fo-

cal points, you can move the points wherever you want just by moving the joystick. 

The R5 does feel like a Canon camera and that is a major advantage in mastering the use of the 

R5. So, if you have been shooting a Canon for any length of time your hand will feel at home 

holding it. 

On the website DXOMark.com, the R5 is rated for Portrait at 25.3, Landscape at 14.6, and 

Sports at 3042. Its overall score was 95 out of 100. While the 95 was a sixth-place score, I do 

feel that since it is the initial release that future versions of the R5 will improve dramatically.  

Another advantage that the R5 has is the 45-megapixel resolution that helps image quality. The 

R5’s images can stand a great deal of noise reduction if necessary. From my experience so far, 

noise has not been a problem. However, I’ve not tried it yet in a low light situation. 
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One of the faults of the R5 is that when videoing in 8K, the camera tends to overheat and shut 

down. Then it must have time to cool down before continuing use. As I do not plan to shoot an 

8K video or much of any other kind of video I am not too worried about it. 

 

I have read that many R5 owners do shoot 4k videos and have an overheating problem. The R5 

does have a high heat alert and you must let it cool down before continuing. If you shoot many 

videos, then the R5 is not for you. 

In essence, the R5 is not aimed at photography beginners, it is pointed more toward the advanced 

amateurs and pro shooters. Canon made a lot of promises about the R5 and fulfilled almost all of 

them. I have been quite happy with the performance of my R5 to date. 

There have been rumors that Canon is preparing to release an R3 version that will be ahead of the 

R5 in the mirrorless lineup. However, according to the information I’ve read, the R3 will only be 

a 24-megapixel camera. (Source: https://www.canonrumors.com/the-canon-eos-r3-is-out-in-the-

wild-2/) 

Some of the things that put the R5 at the forefront are: 

When using the mechanical shutter you get a good dynamic range, however, using the elec-

tronic shutter does drop the dynamic range some. 

The first Canon sensor that uses a dual-gain design that stats at ISO 400 

The R5, like the R6 & EOS-1D X Mark III, can capture High Dynamic Range (HDR) images 

in the HEIF format, using the “PQ “Standard. 
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Here are the key specifications of the R5 as published on dpreview.com: 

• 45MP full-frame Dual Pixel CMOS sensor 

• Image size 8,102x5,464 

• DIGIC X Image Processor 

• 5-axis In-Body Image Stabilization 

• Shutter Durability 5000,000 cycles 

• Weight (Body only) 650g or 1.43 pounds 

• 8K video, with the option for Raw or 10-bit 4:2:2 C-log or HDR PQ 

• Up to 4K/120p, or oversampled 4K up to 30p 

• 100% coverage Dual Pixel II AF system with human and animal detection trained by ma-
chine learning 

• 12 fps / 20 fps bursts (mech. / elec. shutter) 

• 5.76M-dot OLED EVF with 120 fps max refresh rate 

• 3.2" 2.1M-dot fully articulating touchscreen 

• 10-bit HDR photos in HEIF format 

• 1x CFexpress slot, 1x UHS-II SD slot 

• Claimed weather-sealing to EOS 5D Mark IV levels 

• 2.4/5Ghz Wi-Fi with Bluetooth and FTP connectivity 
CIPA rated to around 320 shots (using EVF) 

 
If you are interested in moving up to the Canon EOS R5, then contact me for details on the best 
place to purchase an R5 at the lowest cost.  
The images on the next page were shot with my Canon R5. 
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Dave H Reasons ; ripnrun2007@gmail.com 
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As of August 31, the Camera Club Council of Tennessee (3CT) has been a 

council member of the Photographic Society of America (PSA) for 10 years. 

You may not know the benefits 3CT has with PSA, but one is being allowed 

to submit 3CT in Focus to PSA’s Newsletter Contest each year to compete 

with newsletters of other councils in PSA.  

 

This year, 3CT Editor Kay Crick, entered the PSA Newsletter Contest for 

her first time, and she received an Honorable Mention; good work Kay! Be 

sure to congratulate Kay and thank her for her faithful work on 3CT in Fo-

cus. Being editor is a vital role of 3CT or any club that has a newsletter.  

 

The PSA Councils Challenge is another part of PSA in which 3CT has been 

active. For the past two years, some Tennessee photographers in 3CT took 

Honorable Mentions. However, 2021 was not as fruitful for 3CT entries. 

Hopefully more people will enter this photography contest next year.  

 

PSA has an annual conference/photo festival in a different city. This year it 

is in Rapid City, South Dakota, from October 6 - 9. I usually attend these 

events, but I will not be able to this time. One does not need to be an indi-

vidual member of PSA to attend, and you would find it very beneficial if 

you go. You may register and see more details at Registration (psa-programs.org)  

 

 

The Camera Club Council of Tennessee and                                                                       

The Photographic Society of America 

By Pat Gordy, 3CT President 

Photo from PSA website for the 2021 PSA Photo Festival.  
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CLUB AND COUNCIL NEWS AND EVENTS 

JACKSON PHOTO CLUB        AUGUST, 2021 

The Jackson Photo Club’s monthly meeting was held on Tuesday August 10, 2021 at Beech Lake in 

Lexington, TN for a photo shoot.  Phyllis Bowers provided a picnic after the shoot at dusk. She even 

made banana pudding for dessert!  Good deal!!!  The photo contest theme was , “Events including 

Concerts.” due by August 8 , 10:00 p.m.  Club members judged and voted on this months’ en-

tries. The winners were: 

1st Place:  Renee Day 

2nd Place: Tina Todd 

3rd Place:  Kay Shackelford 

Honorable Mention:  Renee Day 
 
The next contest theme is: "Urban Life.”  Up to two due to Renee Day on Sunday, September 12th.  Must be 
taken from August 10 to September 1.  Send to Renee at fourdays2long@aol.com by 10:00 pm 
 

1st Place, Renee Day, 731 Porchfest Day, Rob & Jay Band 
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2nd Place, Tina Todd, 731 Porchfest Day, Blvck Hippie Band 

3rd Place;, Kay Shackelford; Friendly Frank’s Flea Market 
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Honorable Mention, Renee Day; 731 Porchfest Day, The Kernal 
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Cookeville Camera Club 

Plan to attend one of Cookeville Camera Club’s Pro-
grams in 2021. They would love to have you.  The 
monthly meetings will not be at the church, but will 
be at Stonecom (1 Stonecom Way, Cookeville, TN 
38506) on the second Monday of each month from 
7:00 to 9:00 p.m. CDT. 

Contact us at: http://www.cookevillecameraclub.com        

Follow us on Facebook and Flickr.  

  

CCC Officers for 2021: 

Vice President: Vicky Ogle 
Secretary: Kathy Krant 

Treasurer: Bettye Austin 
Computer Technology Director: Lean Walker 

News Articles Director: Geok Hwa Ventrice  
Member at Large: Kathy Neer 

Member at Large: Helga Skinner 
Member at Large: Tom Morack 

 

Cookeville Camera Club Schedule 2021 

Month Photography Con-

tests and Exhibits 

Annual Program Special Program Educational Articles 

January 11 Photographer's 

Choice 

  Photographing Sandhill 

Cranes 

  

February 8     Image Processing Techniques “Photographic Crea-

tivity” 

by Vicky Ogle 

March 8 Print Competition       

April 12   Print Exhibition at 

Cookeville Art Stu-

dio (April 6 to 29) 

Spring Flower Shoot 

at Johnson Nursery 

(April 17) 

Fall Creek Falls State Park 

and Lost Creek Falls Field 

Trip (April 2) “Adaptive 

Light” by Guest Speaker Ron 

Baker Photo/Art 

“Whoa, back it up, 

Bub” by Steve Kuss 

  

May 10 Water       

June 14   Spring Picnic & 

Scavenger Hunt 

  “Improving Your 

Wildlife Photography” 

by Leann Walker 

July 12 Panorama Putnam County Fair 

(July 31 to August 7) 

    

August 9     “Introduction to  Producing 

Composite Images in Pho-

toshop” by Don Hinds 

Subject TBD by Bet-

tye Austin 

September 13 Movement       

October 11     Getty Museum Photo Chal-

lenge 

Subject TBD by Gigi 

Ventrice 

November 8 Photo Essays Night       

December 13 Christmas Banquet Christmas Forest 

Exhibit at Cookeville 

History Museum 

  Subject TBD by 

Leann Walker 

Contact CCC at:  http://www.cookevillecameraclub.com.  Follow on Facebook and Flick. 

CLUB AND COUNCIL NEWS AND EVENTS 
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After two years of Wilderness Wildlife Week 
being cancelled due to COVID-19, our team is 
ecstatic to invite you to be part of our 2022 
Wilderness Wildlife Week. 

The event will take place Tuesday, January 
25, thru Saturday, January 29, at the Ram-
sey Hotel & Convention Center, located at 
3230 Parkway in Pigeon Forge. 

Wilderness Wildlife Week 2022 
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Dave Reasons, 3CT Webmaster 

What am I going to do with the gear I no 

longer use? Do I give it away, donate it to 

some resell place, or decide to sell it myself? 

As the Admin of “The Tennessee Photogra-

phers Trading Post,” I invite you to list your 

gear on our Facebook page. We have 1291 

members who are on the lookout for good 

used photography gear all the time. 

So, become a member of the Trading Post 

by going to the Facebook page, answer the 

three questions, and then I’ll approve your 

membership. 

Once you become a member, you can list 

all of your excess gear and put some jingle 

in your pockets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONE EASY TRICK YOU CAN USE TO POSE ANYONE! By Miguel Quiles 

https://youtu.be/xNUlFDsfcJQ 
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Free Club Webinars by Lisa Langell 

 

Lisa Langell, is a renowned photographer from 

Arizona. Lisa is offering free inter-active 

webinars on a variety of topics to Camera 

Clubs. Lisa was a presenter at the PSA Salt 

Lake City 2018 Conference. Her webinars have 

strong educational content and encourage 

audience participation via the chat box in real 

time. Your designated club leader will contact 

Lisa, and she or her assistant will work with 

your leader to schedule a topic and date for the 

webinar at a mutually agreeable time. To 

accommodate everyone, there may be instances 

where some clubs will be invited to join the 

webinar together if they share the same topic of 

interest. Use this link to view the free webinars 

available to clubs: 

https://www.langellphotography.comWebinars  
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3CT Member Clubs 

If you are not a member of any of the clubs listed 

below, sign up for a 3CT Individual Lifetime Mem-

bership for $25.00 and be eligible to participate in 

all of 3CT’s even, contests and to receive the award

-winning monthly newsletter. 

https://3ct.org/membership/individual-membership-

details/  

Brentwood Photography Group: 

https://www.facebook.com/BrentwoodPhotographyGroup/  

https://brentwoodphotographygroup.org/  

 

Camera Club Council of Tennessee: 

https://3ct.org/  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/

cameraclubcounciloftennessee/  

Instagram —  3ctorg 

Flickr -  https://www.flickr.com/groups/2960853@N25/ 

 

Camera Club of Oak Ridge: 

http://oakridgecameraclub.org/ 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/cameraclubOR/ 

 

Cookeville Camera Club: 

https://www.cookevillecameraclub.com/  

https://www.facebook.com/Cookeville-Camera-Club-

182373583284/  

 

Digital Lunch Bunch, Knoxville, TN: 

Email Larry Perry:   larryperry11@comcast.net 

 

Great Smoky Mountain Institute at Tremont: 

http://gsmit.org/  

https://www.facebook.com/GSMITremont/  
https://www.instagram.com/tremontinstitute> 

https://twitter.com/gsmitremont>.* 

https://smokieees.org/>*  

 

Huntsville Photographic Society: 

http://www.huntsvillephotographicsociety.org/  

https://www.facebook.com/HuntsvillePhotographicSociety/  

 

Jackson Photo Club: 

http://www.jacksonphotoclub.org/  

https://m.facebook.com/groups/155119344018  

 

Lawrenceburg Photographic Society: 

https://m.facebook.com/groups/365370508658  

  

Life Through The Lens Photo Club: 

Columbia, TN and Surrounding Area 

https://www.facebook.com/Life-Through-The-Lens-Photo-

Club-1047257345380299/  

 

LeConte Photographic Society: 

http://www.lecontephotographic.com/  

https://m.facebook.com/groups/150834268285095 

 

Memphis Camera Club: 

http://www.memphiscameraclub.org/  

https://www.facebook.com/MemphisCameraClub/  
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3CT Member Clubs 

Nashville Photography Club: 

https://www.nashvillephotographyclub.com/  

https://www.facebook.com/nashvillephotographyclub/  

 

Northwest Tennessee Photography Club: 

http://nwtnphotoclub.com/  

https://www.facebook.com/

NorthwestTennesseePhotographyClub/  

 

Paris Photography Club: 

https://sites.google.com/view/paristnphoto/home  

https://m.facebook.com/groups/408318365955275  

 

Photographic Society of Chattanooga: 

http://chattanoogaphoto.org/  

https://www.facebook.com/chattanoogaphoto/ 

 EMAIL: nfo@chattanoogaphoto.org 

 

Plateau Photography Club: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/325328404319724/  

https://www.flickr.com/groups/2700169@N25/ 

 

Southern Appalachian Nature  Photographers: 

http://sanp.net  

 

Twin Cities Photo Club 

https://www.facebook.com/TWIN-CITY-PHOTO-CLUB-

103987542210/ 

 

Virginia Highlands Camera Club: 

 

 

West Tennessee Photographers Guild: 

http://www.westtennesseephotographersguild.org/ 

https://www.facebook.com/

WestTennesseePhotographersGuild/  

 

West Tennessee Shutterbugs: 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/wtnshutterbugs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We would love to get updates about your club 

events and infor-

mation about 

your next club 

meeting. 

Does your club 

sponsor an annu-

al event/contest? 

We will let the rest of the clubs and lifetime 

members know about your club’s local events 

and happenings. 

Email articles, updates, and photos to the 3CT 

Newsletter Editor: 

newslettereditor@3ct.org 
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Smoky Mountain Deer Farm  

and Exotic Petting Zoo 

 

 

478 Happy Hollow Lane  

Sevierville, TN 37876 

 

https://www.facebook.com/SmokyMountainDeerFarm/  

 

 

 

 

Murfree Spring Wetlands 

 

https://www.murfreesborotn.gov/187/Murfree-Spring-

Wetlands 

 

 

 

Ijams Nature Center 

 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g55138-

d146693-Reviews-Ijams_Nature_Center-

Knoxville_Tennessee.html 

 

 

Seven Islands State Birding Park 

https://tnstateparks.com/parks/seven-islands  

The diverse natural landscape of aquatic and  grassland habi-

tats makes Seven Islands State Birding Park a premier bird-

ing destination with more than 190 species of birds sighted.  

 

 

 
Cannonsburgh Village 

312 S Front St, Murfreesboro, TN 

 

http://www.murfreesborotn.gov/164/Cannonsburgh-Village 

 

Photo Opportunities and Locations in Tennessee 
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Renaissance Park 

100 Manufacturers Road 

Chattanooga, TN 37405  

 

https://www.chattanoogafun.com/listing/renaissance-

park/1133/ 

 

 

Stones River National Battlefield 

 

3501 Old Nashville Hwy 

Murfreesboro, TN 37129 

https://www.nps.gov/stri/index.htm 

 

 

Cheekwood Estate and Gardens 

1200 Forrest Park Drive 

Nashville, TN 37205 

https://cheekwood.org/ 

 

 

 

Old Stone Fort State  Archaeological Park 

732 Stone Fort Drive 

Manchester, TN 37355 

 

https://tnstateparks.com/parks/old-stone-fort 

   

Tennessee Safari Park 

Open Year Round 

 

618 Conley Road 

Alamo, TN  38001 

https://www.tennesseesafaripark.com/ 

 

The Museum of Appalachia 
 

A living history museum — a pioneer mountain farm-village 

that lends voice to the people of Southern Appalachia through 

the artifacts and    stories they left behind. Founded in 1969 

by John Rice Irwin, the Museum is now a non-profit       or-

ganization, and a Smithsonian Affiliate museum. We offer 

self-guided tours, and are open every day of the week.    

Location: 2819 Andersonville Hwy. Clinton, TN 37716  

 

 http://www.museumofappalachia.org/  

 

 

Greenways for Nashville 

 

The 2019 Nashville Greenways Map is available. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/greenwaysfornashville/about/?

ref=page_internal  

https://greenwaysfornashville.org/  

Photo Opportunities and Locations in Tennessee 
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Rugby Colony 

 

A failed utopian experiment for British expats in the American 

South is now a Victorian village frozen in time.   

 

E.T. Wickham Sculpture Trail  

 

Less a sculpture park than a collection of cement passion pro-

jects, the sculpture work of E.T. Wickham that still dot some of 

the roads in Palmyra, Tennessee are a haunting reminder of one 

man’s devotion to his art, and the deterioration of a legacy.  

 

https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/et-wickham-sculpture-

Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary  

Petros, TN 

 

Founded in 1896, Brushy Mountain was a maximum-security pris-

on that housed criminals convicted of the most serious and violent 

crimes. The facility was shuttered in 2009 and the buildings have 

since fallen into disrepair, which only adds to its haunting nature.  

 

Photo Opportunities and Locations in Tennessee 

Shelby Farms Park 

Memphis, TN 

 

4,500 acres of green space, 40+ miles of trails and 20+ lakes 

managed by the nonprofit Shelby Farms Park Conservancy. 

Open sunrise to sunset, daily.  

Walker Branch Class II Natural-

Scientific State Natural Area 

 

A 225-acre natural area located three miles 

south of Savannah TN in Hardin County. 

 

https://www.tn.gov/environment/program-areas/

na-natural-areas/natural-areas-west-region/west-

region/walker-branch.html  

Lichterman Nature Center in Mem-

phis, Tennessee 

 

Lichterman features exciting exhibits, native 

wildflowers and trees, and a tradition of excel-

lence in environmental education set in the midst 

of 65 acres of lake, meadow, and forest.  

https://www.memphismuseums.org/lichterman-

nature-center/  

Ocoee Whitewater Center 

 

The Ocoee Whitewater Center, near Ducktown, 

Tennessee, United States, was the canoe slalom 

venue for the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta, 

and is the only in-river course to be used for    

Olympic slalom competition.Wikipedia  

Address:  

4400 US-64, Copperhill, TN 37317  

https://www.fs.usda.gov/generalinfo/cherokee/

recreation/generalinfo/?

groupid=71012&recid=35096  
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Opened October 22, 2016, Big River Crossing is 

the longest public pedestrian/bike bridge across the 

Mississippi River, providing dramatic views of its 

ever-changing landscape. By connecting Main 

Streets in Memphis and West Memphis, the BRX 

ties together urban, rural, and natural areas and 

gives users recreation options unique to each 

setting. The nightly Mighty Lights LED display 

accentuates this iconic structure and is one of the 

largest light implementations in the country with 

the addition of the Hernando de Soto Bridge                            

on October 27, 2018.  

http://www.bigrivercrossing.com/home  

  HOW TO EDIT LIKE ANY PHOTOGRAPHER By Sean Dalton 

https://youtu.be/o_l6UxUsLOg 
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Upcoming Events 

Cheekwood Estate and Gardens - Nashville  
 
They're here – Sean Kenny’s Nature Pop made 
with LEGO® Bricks! See massive LEGO sculp-
tures are on display at Cheekwood from May 1 
through September 5, 2021.  
 
Kenny explores the beauty of nature through highly 
stylized, colorful displays that stand in striking 
contrast with their surroundings. Presenting a play-
ful spin on traditional sculptural art, this exhibition 
is an accessible experience for all ages designed to 
inspire visitors to create something wonderful 
themselves. See details and buy tickets at:   
https://cheekwood.org/calendar/nature-pop/ 

Please note that all events are subject to change.   

Please visit the event link  

provided below to verify date and time. 

Tennessee State Parks—All Events 

Maine Photography Workshops by Bob 
Copeland 
  
Acadia/Bar Harbor 
October 6-11, 2021 
Early Registration before August 1, 2021 is $995 
Or both workshops for $1795 
  
Maine Lighthouses 
October 12-17, 2021 
Early Registration before August 1, 2021 is $995 
Or both workshops for $1795 
  
More information can be found at: 
https://robertcopeland.smugmug.com/Workshops 
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PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE, BUY OR TRADE 

SEND ME YOUR LISTINGS: newslettereditor@3ct.org 
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Let us Hear From You! 

Have suggestions?  Drop us a line! 

Email articles, updates, and photos to the 3CT 

Newsletter Editor:   

newslettereditor@3ct.org 

https://3ct.org/  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/

cameraclubcounciloftennessee/  

https://www.instagram.com/3ctorg 

 

www.psa-photo.org/ 

https://psa-photo.org/index.php?psa-

calendars  

https://www.facebook.com/

groups/174014289374833/  

If you have an interest in having an online presentation for 

your camera club members, please don’t hesitate to reach out 

to me to discuss your needs. I can be reached by email at 

joereardonphotography@gmail.com  and at http://

www.joereardonphotography.com/ 

The Camera Club Council of Tennes-

see is proud to be an active member 

of the Photographic Society of Ameri-

ca (PSA). Click here to learn more 

about PSA and the advantages of       

being an individual member or a club 

member of PSA. 

  

  


